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Reducing Student Distress
St Andrew's College is committed to the physical and emotional safety of every student, as 

required by the Education and Training Act 2020. We recognise that school and classroom 

environments can contribute to ► student distress, and we seek to respond in helpful and safe 

ways. We use proactive, mana-enhancing teaching and learning practices that support 

participation, belonging, and wellbeing for all students. 

St Andrew's College follows Aramai He Tetekura: A guide to understanding distress and 

minimising the use of physical restraint, which provides a practical approach to recognising 

and responding to student distress, as well as restoring a healthy learning environment after a 

challenging situation. The approach to student distress within these guidelines is defined by 

mataitia, atawhaitia, and whakawhenuatia - to recognise, respond, and restore. 

For more information about how terms in te reo Maori within Aramai He Tetekura relate to this 

policy, see this ► glossary. 

Mataitia I Recognise 

We work with students and their parents/caregivers and whanau to recognise signs that a 

student is becoming overwhelmed or struggling, and find ways of responding that are helpful 

and appropriate to the student. 

School staff are alert to signs of student distress, including: 

• disengaging from school activities or interactions

• making noises, speaking quickly, or repeating other people's words

• agitated physical actions (e.g. rocking, pacing, clenching fists).

Individual support plans 

St Andrew's College uses support plans for students as needed to maintain safe and inclusive 

learning environments that respect the mana of all students. We use support plans to describe 

and understand triggers for individual students that may result in them experiencing distress. 

We ensure any plan is appropriate to the student and their parents/caregivers and whanau. 

We work with students and their parents/caregivers and whanau to: 

• clarify priorities for the student

• agree on shared protocols (including for communication)

• create a shared understanding of privacy requirements

• share details of any available support.

See Aramai He Tetekura for strategies to recognise and respond to student distress that may 

be included in a support plan. 

A support plan may identify physical restraint as a last resort. We do not include physical 

restraint in a support plan unless all other possible strategies have been explored. St Andrew's 

College requires ► informed consent from parents/caregivers and whanau if physical restraint 






